Post-Congress Agricultural Field Tour
FRIDAY, AUGUST 15

The post-conference ag excursion provides Congress attendees an opportunity to directly observe the diversity, productivity and beauty of California agriculture. The tour will be an excellent way to synthesize many of the scientific, regulatory policy and international trade topics discussed at IUPAC 2014.

Set against a backdrop of fields, vineyards and orchards, presentations will span production practices, pest management, environmental and regulatory challenges faced by the agricultural community in California.

Growers, commodity organizations, cooperative extension personnel, research scientists and local Agri-Business experts will make presentations in a variety of agricultural settings. Field stops are planned in nut crops, rice, tomatoes and a vineyard. The highly-regarded IR-4 Minor Use Research Program at UC Davis will be featured and attendees will observe the Port of Oakland, a major hub of international trade.

The intense one-day tour will be fast-paced with moderate levels of walking during a typically warm day in the East Bay and San Joaquin Valley. Please prepare accordingly and remember to pack comfortable clothing, walking shoes and a hat.

Organized by: [AgBusiness Resources]

DATE & TIME
Friday, August 15
7:00 am - 5:45 pm

WHERE
Buses will depart and return to the Marriott Marquis (Conference Hotel)

PLANNED FIELD STOPS
Processing tomatoes, wine grapes/winery, nut crops, tree fruit and rice.

COST
$85.00 USD (includes lunch, refreshments and transportation)

ON-LINE REGISTRATION
Tour sign-up via meeting registration process.

SPACE IS LIMITED
The agricultural tour event will accommodate up to 100 participants drawn from attendees at the conference, their spouses and guests.

www.iupac2014.org/social